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3rd GOAL:



Develop our very own Blockchain.



Many governments and private 
sectors in Dubai and worldwide are 
moving their systems to blockchain. 
The world is moving toward more 
reliable, efficient ways. We want to 
establish our own blockchain so 
that we can deliver secure services 
with low transaction costs.
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FOURth GOAL:



Develop Meta-Tourism Portal

 

MetaTourism, which is the result of 
blending the tourism industry with the 
Metaverse, can be an inventive and 
stimulating notion. The Metaverse, a 
virtual reality space where people can 
interact, investigate, and engage in 
various activities, can augment the 
travel experience and provide 
exceptional opportunities for travelers 
globally.
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1st GOAL: 



Listing the Token on one of the Major 
Exchanges



Our project can benefit from more 
liquidity and exposure and our 
community members can feel more 
secure by migrating to major 
exchanges. 1st goal is to list our token 
to one of the major exchanges like 
Bitcoin, Bybit, Okex, Gate.io, Kucoin, 
CoinBase.
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2nd GOAL:



Develop a couple of more NFT games.



Our community pool club (CPC) game 
can help us attract a bigger community 
through marketing and then we can 
use that community to develop a 
bigger and more sophisticated game 
network and profit from new games.

Future Goals:
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2nd Stage:



We Announced IEO (Initial Exchange Offering) 
through p2pb2b Exchange in the second phase.

3rd Stage:



We successfully listed CTI to Pancake Swap. Also, CTI was 
listed on Several other Indexes in the third stage.

What we did so far:

1st Stage:



To motivate the crypto community new members to join our 
community, we carried out a $20,000 CTI Airdrop as the main 
attraction of our reach-out campaign.

4th Stage:



TRIPSPATA.COM and Travel Inu has officially recognized CTI as a 
payment option. To enhance the use case of CTI so CTI holders 
can Travel/Vacation using CTI.
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Token Sale Program
INITIAL SUPPLY

8.8 MILLION
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Board Advisors
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Marketing And Bounty

Ecosystem Development
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Team And Founder

https://www.binance.com/en/nft/my-nfts/
professorcti-5442021eb7a16c2b8448768cbd3da1ea

NFT characters are available on Binance

Token Allocation
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NFT CHARACTER
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COMMUNITY POOL CLUB

Key Features of CPC:



> A fully functional web3, an 8-Ball game that is built on top of a 
decentralized platform

> A system for players to participate in matches using cryptocurrency

> A decentralized ledger that stores all game data to ensure fairness 
and transparency

> A system for players to view their match history

The Community Pool Club (CPC) is a decentralized, blockchain



-based P2E model pool game that can be played on the web.

Players are able to participate in Player vs Player matches using 
cryptocurrency

Community Pool Club (CPC)

· Holders of the CPC’s NFTs will have incentivized access to 
in-game privileges.
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§ Play to Earn

§ Digital Marketing



Users can start earning CTI by playing Community War.

Available On Play Store for Android Users

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.thirdwar.smsswap.sniper.game

GAMING MODEL

Sniper shooter, multiple enemy types, slow motion bullet Effects, 
multiple rifles, two modes, eliminate terrorists and save civilians, 
includes helicopters and cars, three environments city and industrial, 
day and night mode, find target based on the narrative description.


models optimized for mobile platforms, level environment 
design, , integration of ads network, integration of in-app 
purchase, integration of SMS currency with wallet,  leader 
board for creating a sense of competition among players, interior 
creating a sense of competition among players, integrating 
compliance, user consent, integrating game analytics to keep track of 
players activities,

 Login, guns purchase with CTI, stars animation l, in-app purchase 
banner, .

This game was designed as a use case pilot project to test out the 
functionalities/features of the 

UI/UX design for all aspect ratios of Android phones, high fidelity 
3d/2d 

VFX, sounds

GDPR 

 beta/alpha testing, getting game live on Google Play-
Store.

40 levels on 2 modes

 (optional)

NFT game so we can use the knowledge 
and apply it to the CPC.

COMMUNITY WAR GAME

THE NFT GAMING PLATFORM PLAY-2-EARN

Community War is Now Play–to–Earn! It’s a unique merger of 3 types of 
earnings:

§ Proof of Gaming
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Why we chose Binance Smart-Chain:

 In the future we are planning to do J.V. with other coins in which Binance 
Smart Chain will provide facilities

  Through this, it will give big support to our coin. Binance Smart Chain 
allows for easy token migration through bridging mechanisms that 
enable cross-chain interoperability

  It also benefits from funding and support from Binance, the world’s 
leading crypto exchange.

 Binance Smart Chain supports the  token standard, which is 
similar to Ethereum’s  standard. This means that tokens issued on 
BSC can be easily transferred to other blockchains that support the same 
standard, such as Ethereum, Polygon, or Avalanche

  Binance Smart Chain also provides various bridges that allow tokens to 
move across different chains, such as the Binance Bridge or the Burger-
Swap Bridge

  Furthermore, Binance Smart Chain receives funding and support from 
Binance, which has a strong influence and reputation in the crypto space. 
Binance provides liquidity, marketing, and technical assistance to projects 
that build on BSC.

BEP-20
ERC-20

 We selected Binance Smart Chain because we wanted to involve our 
project with .

 Binance Smart Chain is the greatest option to promote NFT games with 
all plugins. It provides the  due to 
its compatibility with Ethereum and its large user base.

 Binance Smart Chain is fully compatible with the Ethereum Virtual 
Machine , which means that developers can easily port their 
existing code and applications from Eth ereum to BSC. It also means that 
users can use popular wallets like  

  Moreover, Binance Smart Chain has a huge and growing community of 
users who are interested in NFTs and other decentralized applications. 
Binance, the parent company of BSC, who can 
easily access BSC through the Binance platform.

NFT

best features and faster adoption rates

(EVM)

MetaMask to interact with BSC-based 
NFTs

has over 15 million users 
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The total circulating supply of CTI is  and  CTI are 
reserved for Community Inu Organization, Founder, 
Airdrops & Reserve Fund.

 7M 1.8M

First Year:

 

(March 2023-March 2024)



\ Circulation Supply is only 1M CTI out of 7M CTI

\ 6M CTI (Locked)

2nd Year: 



(April 2024 to April 2025)



\ An Additional 2M CTI will be available in the market

\ 4M CTI (Locked)

Road Map for CTI’s Circulating Supply in the Future

3rd Year:



(May 2025-May 2026)



\ The Additional

\4M CTI will be available in the market
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CommunityInu.org

A winning collaboration between UK and UAE Companies!

Community Inu is an advanced project that harnesses the power of 
peer-to-peer digital currency and open-source innovation. It utilizes 
blockchain technology to ensure accountability and trust in its 
transactions and operations. The project was launched on

, with a vision to transform the future of finance and online 
commerce by enabling the digitization of money.



Community Inu facilitates accessible, convenient, and high-speed 
transactions across the globe by providing a reliable platform for 
cryptocurrency exchange and utilization.



It can tap into the potential of smart contracts technology, second-
layer software, and decentralized application developments to offer 
various services and solutions to its users. Community Inu is a 
straightforward, utility token, with a strong focus on its community 
and user base, who can benefit from its features and rewards.



 January 15, 
2022

Total Supply: 8.8 Million



Contract Address: 0x60C45C9EC1db6B9DE9f1b7E91C8a13FB825AE154

WHAT IS COMMUNITY INU?

 We wanted to set the reward system for holders. We had chosen 
Binance Smart Chain because it offers cheap transactions that make 
staking more profitable and accessible for our community. Unlike 
Ethereum, which has high and variable gas fees that can eat into the 
rewards, Binance Smart Chain has a low fee. This means that our 
holders can stake their tokens without worrying about losing their 
earnings to network congestion or price spikes.

Why we chose Binance Smart-Chain:
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2022

2022

2022

2022

CTI Launch



Community Inu launch

Marketing Campaign



$20,000 Airdrop Program to grow the 
community

CTI accepted as a payment method



TripSpata and Travel Inu Accepted 
CTI as a Payment Method

Listing on Pancake Swap



Listing CTI on Pancake Swap and 
several other indexes

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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3-Year CTI’s Circulating Supply Formula



1st Year: (March 2023-March 2024)



\ Circulation Supply is only 1M CTI out of 7M CTI

\ 6M CTI (Locked)

2nd Year: (April 2024 to April 2025)

\ An Additional 2M CTI will be available in the market

\ 4M CTI (Locked)

3rd Year: (May 2025-May 2026)

2023

2023

2023

2023

Listing on TOKPIE Exchange



Listed on TOKPIE exchange

CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap Listing



Going to list CTI at CoinGecko and 
CoinMarketCap

Launch UAE Merchant Program 
(Pilot)



Start Pilot Merchant program in UAE

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Listing the CTI Token on a Major 
Exchan ge



Bitcoin, Bybit, Okex, Gate.io, 
Kucoin, and CoinBase.

Develop Meta-Tourism Portal

Develop our very own 
Blockchain

Develop more NFT games.

2024-2026

2024-2026

2024-2026

2024-2026

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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CONTACT US

https://www.facebook.com/communityinu1/

https://www.instagram.com/communityinu1/

https://twitter.com/communityinu1/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCU0CWHoMRYQX2eA2suzq8PA

Section 2

https://www.binance.com/en/nft/my-nfts/professorcti-5442021eb7a16c2b8448768cbd3da1ea
https://www.binance.com/en/nft/my-nfts/professorcti-5442021eb7a16c2b8448768cbd3da1ea
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.thirdwar.smsswap.sniper.game
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.thirdwar.smsswap.sniper.game

